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Mark Luciano, Founder and CEO 

Mark Luciano has extensive experience with public and 
private companies directing strategic initiatives. He 
founded Create a Better You™ 2014 after he was 
diagnosed with Parkinson disease. His goal is to improve 
the lives of people with neurodegenerative diseases and 
older adults with balance and mobility issues through 
exercise systems that work. He created NeuVanta® LLC 
in 2016 to house our product lines: Cognistar®, Create a 
Better You, and WatchIT®. 

mluciano@neukinetics.com 

 

 

 

 

Bill Luciano, President 

Bill Luciano is a senior healthcare executive with 30+ 
years domestic and international leadership experience 
with strong emphasis in sales and marketing 
management. His role is to provide overall executive 
guidance to Create a Better You sales and 
implementation in senior living communities and 
affiliates throughout the country. 

bluciano@neukinetics.com 
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Ann Boland, EVP, Marketing 

Ann Boland is a sales and marketing professional with 
experience selling software, hardware, corporate 
training, and recently, publicizing authors and books. 
She leads the marketing effort across product lines and 
sells for Create a Better You. She and Mark Luciano 
founded Create a Better You. 

aboland@neukinetics.com 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dr. Deborah Kegelmeyer, Professor Clinical Health and 
Rehabilitation Sciences at The Ohio State University 
Consultant to Create a Better You 

Dr. Kegelmeyer’s research, teaching and clinical practice 
are focused on improving mobility and preventing falls 
in the elderly and those with movement disorders. She 
is an internationally recognized expert on movement 
disorders. The Create a Better You System is based on 
her practice in the physical therapy field. 

drdebk@neukinetics.com 
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Jim Fallon, VP, Continuing Education and WatchIT 

Jim Fallon is responsible for the production of 
continuing education programs for WatchIT and Create 
a Better You. He manages all aspects of the WatchIT 
technology product line. Over the past 20 years, Jim has 
personally produced and coordinated hundreds of 
proprietary courses for continuing professional 
education. 

jimfallon@watchit.com 

 

 

 

 

Mary Knutty, Account Manager, Create a Better You 

Mary Knutty is responsible for training and 
implementing the Create a Better You System at the 
client level. She is a Physical Therapist Assistant with 
over 21 years of clinical experience, and worked in 
sales, marketing and management of her own and other 
companies. 

mknutty@neukinetics.com 
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